
My husband and I have had the pleasure of knowing Joyce Elia 
for over 15 years. We share a great joy of pets and I have 
personally met some of Joyce’s personal pets over the years. 
It was apparent to us that Joyce takes pet care & ownership 
very seriously. 

We have a very high standard of care for our pets. You could 
say they are spoiled! We moved to Maui from Malibu, CA 15 
years ago. For many years we tried several Pet Sitters. We 
came home to a messy home, dead plants and very unhappy 
pets. When Joyce and her husband were visiting Maui I asked 
she and her husband to come to our home. Immediately our 
beloved dog (age 13) was happy and they can tell when someone 
is caring! I asked if they would consider coming to Maui and caring for our dog and also 
our home. 

Over the next few years Joyce would travel here and care for our dog, home 
and yard plants while we traveled. She came to care for our dog up to 2 months. We came 
home and our dog was Happy and Healthy and our Home in Perfect Condition. 

Over the past few years Joyce has come to Maui to care for our cat. Again, 
superlative care and we had nothing to ever be concerned with. I left detailed directions 
for our cat and home and everything was followed to each detail. Joyce is well worth the 
additional cost to bring her to Maui. If I lived closer of course, there would be no other 
choice. We have needed to travel for health reasons several times and it was stressful. But 
we had NO concerns or worries about our pets or home and everything was always in 
EXCEPTIONAL order upon our return. 

There is no better choice than Joyce & Angela for Pet Care. They provide a beautiful, loving 
environment. We cannot say enough how wonderful they are as people who are 
trustworthy, caring and respectful.  

~Cheryll Kastan & Stuart Kastan, DSS


